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ScienceDirectTranscriptional enhancers specify the precise time, level, and
location of gene expression. Disentangling and characterizing
the components of enhancer activity in multicellular eukaryotic
development has proven challenging because enhancers
contain activator and repressor binding sites for multiple
factors that each exert nuanced, context-dependent control of
enhancer activity. Recent advances in synthetic biology
provide an almost unlimited ability to create and modify
regulatory elements and networks, offering unprecedented
power to study gene regulation. Here we review several studies
demonstrating the utility of synthetic biology for studying
enhancer function during development and evolution. These
studies clearly show that synthetic biology can provide a way to
reverse-engineer and reengineer transcriptional regulation in
animal genomes with enormous potential for understanding
evolution.
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What determines patterns of gene expression
in space and time?
Morphological evolution often involves many mutations
of small effect at the single nucleotide substitution
level — not just one mutation of large effect [1] —
consistent with Charles Darwin’s favored view of a grad-
ual evolutionary process. However, assaying changes of
small effect is a challenge. In the words of the population
geneticist John Gillespie regarding protein evolution:
‘Perhaps we are investigating phenomena that are below
the resolving power of our current techniques:www.sciencedirect.com phenomena large enough to dominate genetic drift, yet
refractory to direct experimental investigations’ [2]. This
observation is no less relevant when applied to the
regulatory regions of the genome, the transcriptional
enhancers, that specify the precise time, level, and loca-
tion of gene expression. Enhancers contain activator and
repressor binding sites for multiple transcription factors
and each transcription factor exerts a nuanced, context-
dependent effect on enhancer activity [3–8]. Recent
findings have shown that the output of the enhancer —
the expression of the associated gene — can be adjusted
gradually by modifying the transcription  factors or their
binding sites [5,9,10] and that individual transcrip-
tion factor binding sites are often low-affinity [4,11,12],
with limited individual effect on gene expression when
altered [4].
However, despite decades of research, a general and quan-
titative understanding of enhancer function has eluded
discovery [7,8]. An example of this is the enhancer that
drives expression of the second stripe of the gene even-
skipped (eveS2). Mechanisms for the precise regulation of
eveS2 have been explored by a range of methods including
biochemistry, genetics, evolutionary genetics, live imaging,
and computational modelling [13–19]. However, attempts
to recreate a functional eveS2 by building ‘synthetic’ enhan-
cers with known binding sites have led to inconclusive
results [20] (Figure 1) — indicating that we lack an under-
standing of the necessary components for enhancer func-
tion, and how these components function collectively.
Recently, there has been a rapid increase in synthetic
biology with a focus on the construction of designed
genetic systems. Synthetic biology is ‘alternative chem-
istries, artificial cells, self-replicating macromolecules, in
silico life forms, genetic circuits’ [21]. Much of this work is
focused on industrial applications, such as the construc-
tion of drug precursors [22], information storage [23], or
diagnostics devices [24]. In this review, we explore how
synthetic biology provides a powerful toolset to under-
stand gene regulation and evolution, allowing biologists
to construct tractable systems to test models in vivo.
Large-scale mutagenesis of developmental
enhancers
A challenge in studying regulatory elements is explaining
why natural architectures have evolved to be in their
current state. For example, it took enormous effort to
decipher the evolved regulatory changes in a robust
enhancer of the shavenbaby gene; to discover that gainCurrent Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 47:91–101
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Synthetic eveS2 enhancers do not drive appreciable expression in embryos. (a) Schematic of the even-skipped locus, indicating early embryonic
cis-regulatory stripe enhancers in grey boxes, and the eveS2 minimal enhancer, indicating binding sites for known TFs. (b) Different types of
synthetic variants of the eveS2 element with either scrambled motifs, variant 1–4, or fixed motif distances with scrambled intervening sequences
(dotted line). (c)–(h) Stage 5 embryos stained for b-Gal RNA carrying the indicated enhancers. In no cases do any of the synthetic enhances drive
expression comparable to the wild-type enhancer (c). See also Vincent et al. [20].of a repressor binding site overcame robustness encoded
by multiple activator binding sites [25]. Such a lack of
clarity is because, at present, we have a limited under-
standing of how natural genetic variants influence any
given enhancer.Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 47:91–101 Synthetic saturation mutagenesis provides a powerful
means to assay the transcriptional activities of thousands
of regulatory elements in a single experiment — provid-
ing an in vivo assay of mutation effects. The principle of
this technology was first applied towards high-resolution
analysis of bacteriophage and mammalian promoters bywww.sciencedirect.com
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possible point mutations and small insertions/deletions
of these promoters in parallel [26]. Similar assays have
been used to dissect a number of promoters and enhan-
cers [27–30]. Together, the results of these studies
suggest that individual mutations often have modest
effects on enhancer activity. Furthermore, low-affinity,
non-canonical motifs [4,31] play a part, emphasizing
the importance of more fine-grained experimental
characterization.
Application of synthetic saturation mutagenesis to devel-
opmental systems will uncover what mutations augment
the timing, level, or location of gene expression. How-
ever, to date most of these high-throughput assays rely on
transient expression using episomal vectors. These assays
were performed in the absence of native chromatin con-
text and they are limited to cell types responsive to
transfection. Recent experiments have used a lenti-
viral-based method in mammalian cells, allowing assays
in a more biologically relevant context [32]. In the future,
‘lab on a chip’ experiments [33,34] will facilitate such
high-throughput methodology to be applied to classic
model systems using stable transgenic constructs, provid-
ing a comprehensive understanding of enhancer function
in a chromatin context during animal development.
The construction of synthetic versions of natural enhan-
cers allows defined samples of variants to be examined,
whether targeted or uniform. Importantly, such an
approach to studying regulatory variation allows both
the examination of ‘evolutionarily relevant mutations’
[35], those found at appreciable frequency in natural
populations, as well as those that are rare and/or deleteri-
ous. For example, in a Saccharomyces cerevisiae study, the
effects of polymorphism segregating in the TDH3 pro-
moter among 85 strains were compared to 235 defined,
synthetic mutations in the same promoter [36], demon-
strating that selection on gene expression noise has a
greater effect on sequence variation than selection on
mean expression level. This fits well with results from
engineered circuits in B. subtilis, which revealed that
‘noisy’ circuits provide broad physiological response ranges
[37], demonstrating the utility of synthetic approaches. We
anticipate that such research will be central to identifying
and classifying the individual mutations responsible for
variation.
Designed synthetic enhancers and
high-throughput screens
Complex libraries of designed synthetic regulatory ele-
ments can be used to explore enhancer structure and its
effect on activity [38]. Using synthetic enhancers contain-
ing different patterns of twelve liver-specific transcription
factor binding sites, Smith et al., suggest that there is
flexibility in binding site order [39], and that heterotypic
enhancers, composed of different binding site motifs, arewww.sciencedirect.com expressed more highly than their homotypic analogs. By
contrast, in yeast, a library of 6500 synthesized sequences
was analyzed, and it was found that transcription factor
binding site number, location, and affinity were important
for the activity. In Drosophila, Erceg and colleagues
engineered 63 synthetic enhancers to assess the relation-
ship between variation in the content and spacing of
motifs within enhancers [40]. In over half the cases,
elements containing only one or two types of transcription
factor binding motifs were capable of driving specific
patterns during development. Different motif organiza-
tions provided different degrees of robustness to enhancer
activity, ranging from binary ON/OFF responses to subtle
effects in levels and probabilities of expression. Similarly, a
high-throughput screen in Ciona embryos identified
synthetic notochord enhancers that are activated by a
combination of two transcription factors [41]. Manipula-
tion of these enhancers elucidated a ‘regulatory code’ for
notochord-specific expression, whereby the optimal
spacing of motifs compensates for low-affinity binding
sites. Grossman and colleagues used a synthetic biology
approach, paired with in vivo binding assays, to system-
atically dissect the contribution of genomic regulatory
elements with PPARg motifs [42]. They found that
different pairs of motifs followed different interaction
rules, whether additive, subadditive or superadditive,
with some pairs spatially constrained and others having
more flexibility.
Interpreting synthetic enhancer results
Layers of control and exceptions to the rule are typical in
biology, but it remains an open question as to whether
enhancers are built with a flexible architecture that can
evolve and change easily or whether complex organiza-
tion is intrinsic to their function [43].
Regulatory control in developmental biology has usually
been explored using genetic tests, reporter assays or
studies of DNA binding [44] where the experimental
results are by design typically binary, revealing regulatory
links that turn expression ON or OFF depending on the
context. These results can be combined into complex
regulatory networks [45], which have value in summariz-
ing and interpreting discrete experimental data. How-
ever, without context the resulting formalism can encour-
age the view that gene regulation is brittle and that it
evolves in steps. By contrast, construction of synthetic
regulatory platforms is a powerful alternative to test
models of enhancer function, with results that are more
fine-grained and quantitative, hence requiring an alterna-
tive modelling approach. Various models of gene expres-
sion are available [46–50], but they are often complex
with many parameters [48,51,52]. This range of choice
does not help address a fundamental problem, which is
that explaining enhancer function without reference to a
suitable null hypothesis leads to an acceptance of models
that are more complex than necessary and interpretationsCurrent Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 47:91–101
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Synthetic enhancer results evaluated against a null model assuming flexible enhancer architecture with collaborative TF binding, represented by a
logistic model. (a) Different types of synthetic enhancer variants of a base enhancer can be evaluated using the null model, from top to bottom:
deleting binding sites, modifying a site to target a specific TF or engineering a TF to target a novel site. (b) TF context under the null hypothesis.
A new TF (orange) is engineered to replace the existing TF binding sites of a native enhancer (green and purple). The relative strengths of the
different TFs are shown in the bar chart. The logistic model predicts that the orange TF will reduce expression when targeting the first site and will
increase expression at the second site, thus showing that context-dependent activity can arise without localized cooperativity or enhancer
structure. (c) Synergy under the null hypothesis. TF2 (purple) binds and activates more strongly than TF1 (green). Assuming no physical
cooperativity, TF1 has little effect on its own, TF2 can increase expression, but both are required for full expression, demonstrating synergy. (d)
Heterotypic binding sites can produce stronger expression than homotypic binding under the null hypothesis. Synthetic enhancer constructs can
be categorized by level of complexity depending on how many TFs bind (left). If the TFs have different strengths of binding and activity (center), it
is possible for heterotypic binding to produce stronger expression on average (right) under the null hypothesis, without requiring any special
cooperativity or enhancer grammar.that overstate the case of exceptions and enhancer com-
plexity. This is illustrated with a few examples (Figure 2)
using arguably the simplest predictive model as the null
hypothesis, the logistic model. The base logistic model
assumes independent binding of transcription factors, or
perhaps more accurately, collaborative binding, where
binding is dependent on cooperativity with all factors
and the promoter, rather than with specific neighbors
[53,54,55]. Collaborative binding has important evolu-
tionary implications in that transcription factor binding
sites can be lost or gained gradually. In other words,
enhancer structure is not brittle. Yet, despite this sim-
plicity, the associated model explains how a transcription
factor targeted to different sites can act to increase or
decrease expression depending on context (Figure 2b)
and that synergistic effects can result from collaborative
binding and do not require pairwise interactions between
transcription factors (Figure 2c).Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 47:91–101 A further example is synthetic enhancers with heterotypic
binding sites producing stronger expression on average
than those with homotypic binding sites, which can be
taken as evidence that increased binding complexity
leads to stronger expression [39]. However, this result
is also compatible with the null hypothesis of flexible
architecture — if transcription factors have suitably dif-
ferent strengths (Figure 2d).
That said, the purpose of these observations is not to rule
out the importance of pairwise cooperativity or enhancer
grammar in specific contexts, but rather to show the value
of the logistic model as an appropriate null hypothesis for
interpreting synthetic enhancer results.
Testing models of synthetic enhancer activity
To test models of enhancer activity in a developmental
context, we have employed engineered transcription-
activator-like proteins (TALEs) fused to activators or
repressors [56] (Figure 3), TALEAs and TALERs,www.sciencedirect.com
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Logistic model predicts the quantitative control of the rhomboid (rho) enhancer. (a, c, e) Stage 5 embryos stained for b-Gal RNA carrying the
indicated TALE-VP64 activator (TALEA) or TALE-hairy repressor (TALER) constructs and rhomboid enhancers. Adapted from Crocker et al. [5].
(b, d, f) Profiles of average expression levels for the embryonic genotypes shown in panels (a, c, e) (n = 10 for each genotype). In all plots, the
dashed black line denotes the wild-type embryo predictions, with red TALER-hairy or TALEA-VP64 predictions, respectively. Shaded areas
indicate one standard deviation of experimental embryonic data. AU indicates Arbitrary Units of fluorescence intensity. The model predicts
increased expression in the dorsal and ventral regions with the addition of TALEAs (blue dashed lines).respectively, to target novel transcription factor activity to
enhancers [5]. We employed ‘sequence-free’ models,
which abstract enhancers as simple machines that mea-
sure transcriptional activation and repression as inputs,
and produce transcriptional outputs as mathematical
functions [47,57–61]. Regulatory input was found to
combine linearly with existing inputs and a sequence-
free approach accurately modelled each enhancer’s tran-
scriptional output, providing a method to quantitatively
control enhancers in vivo. That enhancers can function as
simple input/output devices, where similar transcription
factors can substitute for each other is supported by
Stampfel and colleagues, who explored the regulatory
contributions of transcription factors and cofactors in
various combinations by recruiting GAL4 DNA-binding-
domain fusions of many Drosophila transcription factors
and cofactors to different enhancers [62]. Similarly, Khalilwww.sciencedirect.com and colleagues used artificial zinc-finger transcription fac-
tors to create synthetic transcription factors and used these
to wire synthetic transcriptional circuits in yeast [63]. They
engineered tunable transcriptional outputs by adjusting
key properties; including specificity, affinity, syntax, and
protein–protein interactions. In Drosophila, a well-defined
set of transcriptional modules was used to test a fractional
occupancy-based model, which explained the effect of
repressors on endogenous activators [50]. Thus, construc-
tion of synthetic regulatory platforms is a powerful way to
test simple models of enhancer function.
Together, these results have broad evolutionary implica-
tions as the activities of individual, and cooperative pairs
of transcription factor binding sites are combined in a
linear manner to produce a sigmoidal output. Combined
with the wide spectrum of individual binding sitesCurrent Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 47:91–101
96 Evolutionary geneticsthat can be bound by individual transcription factors
[4,64–66], this means that the same enhancer activity
can be encoded by a vast number of different sequences.
This is consistent with a large body of data demonstrat-
ing the rapid evolution, and variable architectures, of
transcriptional enhancers with conserved functions
[19,53,60,67–72].Figure 4
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Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 47:91–101 Building synthetic transcriptional regulatory
networks
Transcriptional networks contain the information
required to confer robust positional information within
a developing embryo. However, these networks have
remained recalcitrant to modelling, as every parameter,
such as diffusion and binding coefficients, are usually
fitted values, and not derived from in vivo data. Fully
synthetic networks allow the exploration of network
architecture with fewer unknowns. In mammalian cell-Synthetic Enhancers
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ing synthetic gene circuits [73]. Many synthetic networks
have focused on unique functions of a particular circuit,
for example complex dynamics [74–77] or information
processing [78–85]. Other efforts use gene circuits that
interface with endogenous inputs from the cell or envi-
ronment to drive a desired response [24,86,87].
This framework can be applied to test general principles
of development [88]. For example, Crocker and collea-
gues constructed a simple synthetic enhancer platform in
Drosophila embryos that responds to an engineered mor-
phogen gradient (Figure 4) [9]. They observed that
while levels of expression are controlled by activator
binding site number, the ON or OFF ‘state’ of enhancer
activity was controlled by the number of Zelda binding
sites — a so-called ‘pioneer factor’. Furthermore, they
show how overlapping binding sites can create well-
defined expression boundaries during development. Sim-
ilarly, Bintu et al. monitored a transcriptional reporter
gene carried on a synthetic human chromosome and
found that gene silencing was all-or-none, and that the
duration of recruitment of the chromatin regulators deter-
mined the fraction of cells that were silenced [89]. Thus,
distinct epigenetic modifiers can produce different types
of repression and epigenetic memory. The use of
‘epigenome editing’ [90–93], combined with synthetic
enhancer platforms will allow deeper investigation into
how different protein domains contribute to enhancer
activity than is possible using native enhancers.
It is possible to extend these systems to build more
sophisticated synthetic regulatory systems that could be
engineered to test the roles of specific features of regu-
latory architecture during development. Such networks
could be used to test directly the roles of canonical
‘network motifs’ during development [94], such as
the role of feed-forward loops, biological noise, osci-
llations, systems drift, and developmental precision
[11,93,95–97]. Synthetic networks could incorperate
highly modular construction [98,99], synthetic receptors
[100,101] and engineered cell-contractility [102] for the
transduction of transcriptional inputs into diverse out-
puts, providing tests of models for transcription and
development [103–106].
Adaptive evolution in animals is a complex optimization
process that is highly combinatorial [107]. This complexity
is due in part because selection acts over multiple devel-
opmental scales — cells, fields of cells, tissues, organs —
across different gene regulatory networks, and across
different developmental stages [108]. Therefore, it can
be difficult to infer past selection events from genomic
data. For example, comparative studies of distantly related
species and genetic analysis of closely related species
indicate that many equivalent characters between taxa
differ in their gene regulatory networks, either due towww.sciencedirect.com convergent evolution or as a result of developmental
system drift [109–111]. Additionally, we know little about
the ‘ruggedness’ of biological fitness landscapes [112], yet
the architecture of regulatory networks may dramatically
shape evolutionary trajectories [109]. Understanding how
networks evolve requires knowledge of the molecular
components, their actions, and the dynamics of these
interactions.
The ability to build synthetic networks in developmental
systems allows the exploration of network architecture
with fewer unknowns. Thus, like synthetic enhancer
platforms [9], the construction of synthetic regulatory
networks will be a powerful way to test simple models of
network function. Such systems will provide many var-
iants, each of which can be clearly defined, freeing
evolutionary biologists from both the limited biological
data that may exist in natural populations as well as the
complexities inherent in densely connected networks
[113,114]. The dissection of composite traits into much
smaller, discrete problems has proven to be a very suc-
cessful research program [1,25,115], even though most
‘traits’ of current evolutionary interest are composites of
multiple developmental problems [35]. Understanding
how variation in network structure relates to variations
in traits will clarify the extent and importance of network
modularity in evolution. We anticipate that synthetic
networks will provide direct and tractable tests of how
gene regulatory networks function, providing new mate-
rial for the study of variation [116].
Conclusion
The goal of developmental biology is to understand how a
single cell develops into a multicellular animal. This
complex process requires that cells divide, differentiate,
and form precise patterns. Over the past century, we have
learned an enormous amount about this process —
deciphering the molecules and pathways essential for
animal development. Although we have identified many
of the constitutive components of development, under-
standing how networks of these molecules interact to
build multicellular animals has proven challenging.
Developmental biology can now exploit genome engi-
neering technologies, high-throughput robotics, live-
imaging, and single-molecule imaging techniques in live
embryos [56,117–120]. Such assays will allow us to
measure the number of transcription factor molecules
in cells, molecular interactions in vivo, and the rates of
transcription  and translation of genes. Along with these
experimental goals, improved models that simplify and
abstract aspects of the system will help provide an
intuitive understanding of its operation. Together, syn-
thetic biology will allow deeper investigation into the
process of development creating a cross-cutting approach
to study gene regulatory evolution.Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 47:91–101
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